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Introduction 

Density fluctuations in the edge plasma of tokamaks in the frequency range up 10 a few 100 kHz 
have been reported for many years. A review of the earlier papers can be found in ref I . The 
fluctuations are eas ily observed with Langmuir probes and are also visible in the Ha emission at 
locat ions with sufficient neulral gas density . High speed cine ftlms taken on ASDE)(! show 
fluctuating stripes aligned approx imately parallel to the magnetic fie ld . It has been shown that 
these fluctuations, which are electrostatic , cause a major part if not all of the particle transpon at 
the plasma edge}. The mechanism driving these instabilities is however not yet clear. 

Langmuir probe measurements and optical observations were performed on ASDEX and a 
comparison was made with magnetic fluctuation measurements in order to funher clarify the 
mechanism responsible for the edge turbulence. 

Radial proliles 

Fig. I shows radial profiles of characteristic parameters in the boundary layer on the midplane 
outside the separatrix. They were evaluated from a radial scan of a quadruple Langmuir probe with 
two pins working in the ion saruration mode and two pins measuring the floating potential. All 
pins were located at the same radius and were arranged at the corners of a square of 2 x 2 mm2, 

The signals were digitized with a sampling frequency of 1 MHz during an interval of 20 ms and 
analyzed numerically. T.-values were laken from probe measurements with voltage sweep 
performed in other similar discharges. The ohmic discharges were run in deuterium at n =4.5·10 1Q 

m·J,B,(O) = 1.86 Tesla and I = 460 kA resulting in 'L: 1 = 1.96. Assuming cross-field tr~spon due 
to the ExB-drift induced by ~he fluctuating electric fibld and fluctuating density one calculates the 
particle flux density 

r = (ii-V) = (n Ex 8 / 82) 

We approxi:mate the radial component of this expression by 

r = J - 1- 1 po .. l· sm(X · k(Ol) dOl ". where p ... is the cross-power spectral density between density and potential fluctuations, a is the 
phase difference between density and potential fluctuations and k. is the average wave number. 
All terms are functions of the frequency ffi. Because the turbulence is strong, we have a spectrum 
of k-values for each value of ffi which might extend from positive to negative wave numbers. In 
agreement with common practice k, is determined from the the phase difference between the 
potential fluctuations measured with two different pins. This approximation may break down if 
the k-spectrum becomes very broad or has even two maxima at k-values with opposite sign 
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Fig.! . Radial profile of plasma parameters alld 
flllCIIIQtioll amplitlldes. Top: particle flllx 
ca/cilIated from fluctuation amplitude.f. 
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(slanding waves). The particle flux 
delenn ined by Ihis method is plotted al 
the top of Fig. 1. h.~ maximum ag rees 
roughl y with the value which is esti
mated assumi ng unifanni ly over the 
surface 'Uld a particl~ confinement time 
equal to half of lhe energy confinement 
lime. The non-mollOlonic decay with 
distance from the separmrix is unex
pected. It might be explained by prob
lems with the approximat ion explained 
above or with a slight toro idal asynllne
try of the configu ration causing mag
netic islands . 

The powerspeclrumofthe density fluc
tuations and the inlegrand in the fonllu
la for the part ic le flux are shown in Fig. 
2 for different distances from the sepa
ratID . For a di stance of 2 cm or larger 
(nol shown here ) the spectra are re
stricted to frequencies below about 
20 kHz and the different frequencies 
contribu te to the transport correspond-

N. 
C 

ing 10 the fluctuation mllplitudc. 
Close r to the separatrix the fluc
tu ation spectrum exle nds to 
hi gher frequenc ies. bu t the maxi 
mum remains at low fre4uencies. 
TIle llIax imum contribu t ion 10 the 
tnUlspon in this zone comes from 
higher frequenc ies. Very low 
frequencies do not cont ribute 
substantiaJly to the triU1SpOn 
despite their high ampliTude . It is 
not yet clear whether this change 
indicates the e~is tence of two 
different mooes or is me rel y 
caused hy the strong variat ion of 
the plas ma paramete rs and of the 
magnet ic shear in the vic inity of 
the separatrix. 

Fig . 2. Power spectra of the density fluclllar;olls 
(dashed) alld specn·al contribution to 'he particle 
flUX ar rarious dista"as from separarrix. 

Close to the separaT ri x one ob
serves an abrupt cbange of the 
sign ofk. i.e. of the average pro
pagation ve locity of the fluctua
tions. Funhe routside the fluctua
tions propagate'in the d iamag-
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nelic ion drift direction. Wilh increasing distance from the separalrix the propagation velocity 
decreases . The observations are consistent with the assumpt ion that the propagation corresponds 
essential ly 10 a plasma rolation due to the radial electric field . A propagation with the electron 
diamagnetic drift veloc ity relative to the moving plasma may be superimposed'. 

Correlation parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field 

Langmuir probes and optical observations were used to determine the correlation of the 
fluctuations in the directions parallel and perpendicular 10 the magnetic field . Opli caJ observa
tions were perfonned in the vicinity of a gas puffmg valve 10 get su fficient Hn-1ight. OplicaJ fibres 
connec ted to pholomullipliers were imaged on the surface o f the discharge. This method averages 
over the edge plasma in radial direction but perm.it s qualitative measurements in a very flexible 
way . 

Good correlation has been found along the magnetic fi eld between the midplane and the divert or 
over a d istance of about 12 m. Two probes each with two tips operating in the ion saturation mode 
were positioned on the srune flux surface , one on the midplane and one in the upper divenor 
chamber. The toroidal field was varied in tiny steps until co rrelation between both probes was 
found . Field crucu lations with the Gourdon-code were used to detennine the starting cond itions. 
Fig.3 shows the results. The column on the left shows coherence spectra between two diff,:rent 
signals (dashed, left scale), and the phase difference. The column on the right displays the 
equ ivalent cross-correlation functions. The first row showscoherencey, phase angle (land cross
correlation functionq> between the two tips in the d ivertor. Below the same functions between the 
two tips on the midplane are shown. In both cases the tips are positioned w ith a small distance 
perpendicular to the toroidal field . For this reason the phase shift is not zero, but increases with 
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Fig. 3 Coherence r(left column. left scale. dashed). phase angle a (left colllmn. 
right scale . solid) alld cross-correlation q> between probe signals. 
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the frequency , and the coherence decreases. The four rows at the bonom show correlat ions 
between onedivertor tip and one tip on the midplane at different vaJues of Cl., indicaled al the right . 
M~i.mum coherence and no phase shift (no delay) are observed .between 'lol l = 3.09 and 3. 11 . 
Wnhmlhe accuracy offhe measurement of currents the same field Ime passes Iltrough both probes 
under these conditions. A very small angl e of propagat ion , as ex-peeled for drift waves, cannot be 
excluded because oflhe limited accuracy of the q -measurement. The phase plots in F ig. 3 indicate 
however thal the nuctuat ions propagate e~aclly in the same direction, as we would nol observe 
a s imult aneous change off he sign of the phase fo r all frequenc ies at the same q-val ue . This appears 
to be ext remely unlikel y if the line of constant phase would not coincide with the fi eld line. 

The pictu re of good corre lation along the field lines is confmned by the obse rvation that the 
proftJes of nln are similar in the divenor and on the midplane . 

The fou r rows at the bottom of Fig . 3 look very s imilar to measurements perfonned in the sanle 
polo idal plane w ith differen t probes or optical channels. While the fluctuations are extremely we ll 
corre lated along the magnetic fi eld lines the peak val ue of the cross-correlation function decreases 
to less than hal f of the m aximum over a poloidal d istance of 1.5 cm . 

Parameter studies 

Systematic parameter s tudies have been perfonlled w ith the optical met hod onl y. The eva luations 
are still on the way. Up to now the fo llowing facts can be stated . 

- The polo idal propagation velocity detennined from the delay of the co rrelat ion maximum over 
a fu ed distance d varies with d.(l.}· 

- llle poloidal propagation veloc ity scales like Ij(n
e
·S ,1.5). 

- The edge frequency of the power spectrum decreases strongly with increas ing toroida1 field. 

- The fluctuations are detected only on the low field side of the torus during double null 
discharges. During single null discharges the fluctuat ions are al so observed on the high field 
s ide. We concl ude that the o rig in of the fl uctuations is on the low field s ide. In s ing le null 
discharges they can propagaie along the magnetic field to the high field s ide . 

Discussion 

A comparison with magnetic fluctuation measurements indi cates, that close to the separatrix the 
magnetic fluctuations originate from the same mechanism as the e lectrostat ic fluctuations 
described above. The transpon estimated from the m agnet ic fluctuat ions5 is by far smalle r than 
that induced by e lect ric fi eld fluctuations. One shou ld there fo re concentrate on e lectros tatic 
m odes to explain the transpon in the pl asma edge. In the past it has not been sufficientl y taken in to 
account that the fie ld lines outs ide the separatrix or the limiter edge are nol closed .llli s fact might 
suppress drift modes and pennit MHO instabil ities of the flute type because line tying is not 
perfect. With probes o ne observes a sheath potential at the larget plates which increases the sheath 
resistivit y substant ially so that the pressure gradient can drive instabilities in the region of 
unfavourable curvature. AU the observations described above agree with the assumption of flute 
modes. More work is howeve r necessary to confmn this p icture . 
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